
Everyone Benefi ts From
A Fresh Perspective

 

The industry is all about freshness. But that doesn’t stop with the products you sell. Freshness

To keep growing, even a successful company within the supply chain can use the fresh 
perspective of Produce Pro's Consulting Services. 

Committed to Improving
Operations And Profi ts

 

Identifying Changes And
Implementing Improvements
Many companies outgrow their current processes and we can pinpoint those situations. But the 

implementing improvements. And we help with follow through so you continue on a new track to 
continued growth and success.

Consulting Services From Produce Pro 
•  Building Designs and Remodels
• Business Process Review (BPR) and Optimizing

 System Usage
•  Inventory Control Shrink Optimization
•  Labor Standards
•  Material Handling Systems Design
•  Procurement Acquisition Cost Improvements
•  Productivity and Expense Optimization

•  Project Management

•  Transportation Expense Enhancements
•  Warehouse Management System (WMS)

  Design and Implementations
•  Warehouse Process Improvements
•  Warehouse Slotting Processes

Consulting Services

is also essential in your thinking, efficiency improvements and process approaches. 

Produce Pro team does much more than identify changes. We also assist your company in effectively

Whether you are a Produce Pro Software user or not, we’re committed to helping our customers
maximize their effectiveness on every level. We specialize in identifying and correcting the areas
of your operations that can generate greater returns by implementing cost effective solutions.

•  Profitability Improvements

•  Staffing Assistance and Training



The Power Of Proven Best Practices
 

proven best practices. These were developed through working with hundreds of companies in the 
produce and perishables industry, yet can be tailored to the needs of your business. 

 

The Expertise Of Industry Professionals
Like you, we’ve spent our careers in this industry. That means you’re working with professionals who 
truly understand procurement, inventory, warehouse management, labor standards and other vital 
areas of your operations.

As a result, our team is ready to provide deep and broad consulting services tailored to your individual 
business. It’s all designed to help you streamline your day-to-day operations and ultimately boost 
your bottom line.

That makes Produce Pro consulting a combination of insights, ideas and expertise that helps  
smart businesses grow even more successful.

FIRST
LAST.

We Listen To 
Your Goals.

 
Solutions That 

Why Our Customers Choose Produce Pro
“You have brought forth tangible recommendations that I believe 

will have immense and long lasting value for our company.”
– Mike Kamphaus, President and CEO,  
 Peirone Produce Co.

Contact Us Today to Learn More
630.395.9600  •  sales@producepro.com  •  producepro.com Chicago  •  Los Angeles  •  Philadelphia  •  Austin

Consulting Services

Then We Offer

That’s key, because your business benefits from ideas and enhancements that are already working
effectively in similar operations.

Regardless of the areas within your business you want to focus on, our consulting staff will offer
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